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Introduction. In applying symmetry considerations to quantum mechanics, one

is often forced to consider representations T of a symmetry group G by means of

Hubert space operators which may be either unitary or conjugate-unitary. Indeed,

in some situations there is a well-determined subgroup N of G (necessarily normal

and of index 2 in G) such that Tx must be unitary for x e TV and conjugate-unitary

for xeG — N. Such a representation T will be called a conjugating representation

of G (relative to TV). More generally one can consider projective conjugating repre-

sentations T, in which the homomorphism relation TxTy = Txy is replaced by

TxTy = \(x, y)Txy (the A(x, y) being complex scalars). These also are required in the

applications to quantum mechanics.

In §1, by a small modification of Mackey's analysis, we shall classify the equiva-

lence classes of irreducible projective conjugating representations of G in terms of

the irreducible projective representations of TV (provided TV is of Type I). As an

immediate application of this, we obtain in §2 a classification of all the irreducible

unitary representations of any Type I group acting in real or quaternionic Hubert

space, in terms of those acting in complex Hubert space. In working out this classi-

fication for a given group G, the essential step is to subdivide the self-conjugate

irreducible complex representations T of G into two classes—those of real type

and those of quaternionic type—according as the conjugate-linear map setting

up the equivalence of T with its conjugate has positive or negative square.

Exactly the same results are obtained if, instead of unitary (not necessarily

finite-dimensional) representations, we consider finite-dimensional (not necessarily

unitary) representations.

The remaining sections of this paper concern finite-dimensional representations

of semisimple groups. Fix a connected semisimple Lie group G. The family G of all

finite-dimensional (not necessarily unitary) irreducible complex representations

of G is parametrized by the well-known Cartan-Weyl method of dominant weights.

Which of the self-conjugate elements of G are of real type and which are of quaterni-

onic type? In §§3 and 4 this question is answered in two steps: First, Theorem 5

reduces the general case to the case that G is compact. It turns out that, if G is not

compact, each self-conjugate element T of G gives rise to a self-conjugate element
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S of M, where Ai is a certain compact connected semisimple subgroup of G, and

that S and F are of the same type. Finally, Theorem 6 shows how to distinguish the

two types when G is compact. In that case, if <f> is the dominant weight of a self-con-

jugate element Fof G, we can write 2$ as a positive integral combination of " strongly

orthogonal " roots ; and it turns out that the type (real or quaternionic) of F depends

on whether the sum of the integer coefficients is even or odd. Propositions 1 to 9

give the detailed results deducible from Theorem 6 for the compact simple groups.

Putting together §§2, 3, and 4, we obtain a complete description of all the irre-

ducible finite-dimensional real, complex, and quaternionic representations of any

connected semisimple Lie group. Indeed, one can say even more. Let G be any

connected Lie group, g0 its (real) Lie algebra, and G the family of all equivalence

classes of finite-dimensional irreducible complex representations of G. By the

Levi-Mal'cev theorem [1, p. 89], g0 is the semidirect product of its radical r0 and

a semisimple subalgebra è0. Further, under any element of G r0 goes into scalar

operators [1, Corollary 3, p. 76, and Theorem 4, p. 82]. From this it follows that

every element F of G is obtained by a "scalar modification" of some irreducible

representation F' of ê0, and that, if T is self-conjugate of real or quaternionic type,

T' will be the same. Thus the results of §§2, 3, and 4 give a complete description

of all finite-dimensional irreducible real, complex, or quaternionic representations

of all connected Lie groups.

Here are a few remarks on notation. Pairs will be denoted by <x, y}, and inner

products on Hilbert space by (x, y). By f\S we mean the restriction of a function

/ to a subset S of its domain. Let R, C, and Q stand for the real, complex, and

quaternion fields respectively, and E for the multiplicative group of the complex

numbers of absolute value 1. If ue C, ü is its complex conjugate.

Professor R. Richardson has kindly called the author's attention to the fact that

Propositions 1 to 9 of our §4 are all contained in A. L. Mal'cev's article On semi-

simple subgroups of Lie groups, Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR Ser. Mat. 8 (1944), 143-174

(Amer. Math. Soc. Transi. No. 33,1950). Indeed, it is easy to see that an irreducible

complex representation of a compact group is of real or quaternion type in our

terminology if and only if it is orthogonal or symplectic respectively in that of

Mal'cev. However, Mal'cev's derivation of these results is considerably longer than

ours, and he does not obtain our unifying Theorem 6.

1. Conjugating representations. Let X and Y be complex linear spaces. A map

A: X-y- Y is conjugate-linear if A(aC+br¡)=aA(í;) + bA(-n) (f, r¡ e X; a,beC).

The conjugate-linear maps themselves form a complex linear space, scalar multi-

plication being of course given by (aA)(Ç)=a(A(Ç)). By X~ (the conjugate space

of X) we mean the complex linear space such that the identity map X -y X is

conjugate-linear on X onto X ~. If A is a linear endomorphism of X, we shall

sometimes write A ' for the same map considered as a linear endomorphism of X '.

Again, ifaeC, it sometimes saves confusion to write S (a) and S(a) for the opera-
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tions of scalar multiplication by a on X and X~ respectively; then (S(a))~ =S(a).

Let X be a complex Hubert space. The conjugate Hubert space X ~ is the Hubert

space such that the identity map carries A' in a conjugate-linear and norm-pre-

serving manner onto X ". A conjugate-linear norm-preserving map A of X onto

itself is called conjugate-unitary; we then have (Ai, Arj) = (n, £) (Ç, -n e X).

Now fix a separable (i.e., satisfying the second axiom of countability) locally

compact group G, with unit e. We denote by Z2(G) the group (under pointwise

multiplication) of all Borel functions A : G x G ->■ E satisfying : (i) X(e, x) = X(x, e)=l

(x e G); (ii) X(x, y)X(xy, z) = X(y, z)X(x, yz) (x, y, z e G). The elements of Z2(G) are

called multipliers. A projective representation of G is a map T assigning to each x

in G a unitary operator Tx on a separable Hubert space X(T) (the space of T)

such that : (i) Te = 1 (the identity operator) ; (ii) for some function A : GxG -> E

we have TxTy = X(x, y)Txy for all x, y in G; (iii) T is a Borel map in the sense that

x -> (Txi, r>) is a Borel function on G for each pair of vectors £, -q in X(T). The

function A in (ii) automatically belongs to Z2(G); we say that A is the multiplier

of T, or that T is a X-representation of G. If A=l, T is an ordinary (unitary)

representation of G.

The preceding definitions are of course taken from [6].

We now fix (for the duration of this section) a closed normal subgroup TV of G

such that G\N is of order 2. In terms of TV we shall define a modified notion of

multiplier and of representation. If x e G and ueE define x:u to be u if x e TV

and m if xeG — N. Let Z2(G) be the group (under pointwise multiplication)

of all Borel functions A: GxG^-E satisfying: (i) X(e, x) = X(x, e) = 1 (xeG);

(ii) X(x, y)X(xy, z) = (x : X(y, z))X(x, yz) (x,y,zeG). (Property (ii) is called the

multiplier identity.) The elements of Z2(G) will be called conjugating multipliers.

In the framework of general Borel group cohomology (see [8]), the multipliers

and conjugating multipliers are of course the two-cocycles relative to the trivial

action of G on E and the nontrivial action (x, uy -+x:u, respectively.

Let A' be a separable Hubert space. We say that T is a conjugating projective

representation of G on I (relative of course to TV) if T assigns to each x in TV a

unitary operator Tx on X, and to each x in G — TV a conjugate-unitary operator Tx

on X, such that (i) Te = 1 ; (ii) for some function A : G x G -> E we have TxTy

= X(x, y)Txy for all x, y in G; (iii) T is a Borel map in the sense that x -*■ (Tx£, r¡)

is a Borel function on G for each pair of vectors i, -q in X. X is called the space

of T and is written X(T). The A of (ii) is easily seen to be in Z2(G). We say that A

is the conjugating multiplier of T, or that T is a conjugating X-representation. If

A=l, J is an ordinary conjugating representation of G. Ordinary conjugating

representations, like ordinary nonconjugating ones, are strongly continuous.

A projective representation T (conjugating or not) is irreducible if ATP)#{0}

and there are no closed subspaces of X(T) (except {0} and X(T)) which are stable

under all Tx. Two projective representations T and T' (both conjugating or both

not conjugating) are equivalent (in symbols T-z T') if there is a linear isometry
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F of X(T) onto X(T') such that T'x°F=FoTx for all x. If this is the case, then of

course the multipliers of F and T are the same.

If A e Z2(G) [resp. Z2C(G)] we shall write GA [resp. d] for the family of all

equivalence classes of irreducible A-representations [resp. conjugating A-representa-

tions] of G. If A eZ?(G), then of course A' = A | (TV x TV) belongs to Z2(N); we shall

then write 7VA instead of 7VV, and speak of A-representations of TV instead of A'-repre-

sentations. Our goal now is to describe GA in terms of Á\ for each fixed A in Z2(G).

Fix once and for all an element A of Z2(G), and also an element a of G—TV. If

D e 7VA, let o* ■ D be the element of TVA defined by :

X(a*D) = (X(D)Y,

[Recall that S(a) means multiplication by a in (X(D))~ ; (Dc- ima)~ means Da- ima

considered as acting on (X(D))'.] By repeated application of the multiplier identity

one verifies that o* ■ D is indeed in 7VA and is independent of the particular a, and

that D -ya*- D is a permutation of TVA of order two. (Compare [6, Lemma 4.2

and its Corollary].)

Definition. An element D of TVA is extendible if there exists a conjugating

A-representation D' of G such that X(D') = X(D) and D'm = Dm for all m in TV.

We note that a necessary and sufficient condition for extendibility is the existence

of a conjugate-unitary operator A on X(D) satisfying:

and

(3) A2 = S(X(o, o))Da2.

Given such an A, the required extension D' is obtained by putting D'a = A. Note

that (2) alone is necessary and sufficient for D^o*D. Thus extendibility of D

implies that D^o*- D; but the converse is false.

If D is extendible, its extension D' to a conjugating A-representation of G is

unique to within equivalence. Indeed : If D' and D" are two such extensions, the

irreducibility of D implies that D'á = S(a)D'a for some a in E. Taking b=\/a, one

checks that D' and D" are equivalent under S(b).

Now for any A-representation D of TV, one verifies that the following formulae

define a conjugating A-representation F of G :

X(T) = X(D)®(X(D)Y,

(4) TM ®r,) = DJ®SLKmlfm ,W O"'?,
\A(ct, o '■mo);

Ta(Í®T¡) = (S(K<,,a))Dl,*rj)®£

(t,-neX(D);meN).
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Lemma 1. Suppose D e TVA. Then the Tof(4) is irreducible if and only if D is not

extendible.

Proof. (A) Assume that D is not extendible. Clearly T\N=D®o*-D. If

D%a*D, the only nontrivial closed (T | TV)-stable subspaces of X(T) are X(D) © 0

and 0 © (X(D)) ~, neither of which is P-stable. So in this case T is irreducible.

Now assume that D^o*D. Then, to within equivalence, we can write X(T)

= X(D) ®Z and Tn = Dn ® lz (m e TV), where Z is a two-dimensional Hubert

space. A nontrivial P-stable subspace of X(T) would have to be of the form

X(D) ® Zx, where Zx is a one-dimensional subspace of Z. But then D would be

extendible (take D' to be the restriction of T to X(D) ® Zx). Thus T is irreducible

in this case also.

(B) Let D be extendible to a conjugating A-representation D' of G. Then

Y={£ ® V I f=D'oV) is a closed nontrivial P-stable subspace of X(T). So T is not

irreducible. This completes the proof.

We shall say that TV is of Type I with respect to X if the commuting algebra of

every A-representation of TV is of Type I.

Theorem 1. Let G, TV, A, and a be as above; and assume that TV is of Type I with

respect to X. Then there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between GA and the

set 0 of all orbits in Á\ under the two-element group consisting of the identity and

the permutation a*. The correspondence is as follows: Let 6 in 0 correspond to T

in GA ; and let D e 0. If D is extendible, T is the unique (to within equivalence)

conjugating X-representation which extends D. If D is not extendible, T is the con-

jugating X-representation given by (4). Conversely, T\N is a direct sum of elements

of TVA; and 9 is just the set of those elements of TVA which occur in the direct sum.

Proof. In view of Lemma 1 we have only to show (A) that, for each T in GA,

T|TV is a direct sum of elements of TVA, and (B) that for each D in TVA there is at

most one element T of GA such that P|TV contains D.

Let T e GA. Three cases are possible :

Case I. P|TV is not a factor A-representation of TV, that is, there is a closed non-

trivial (P|TV)-stable subspace Y of X(T) such that the restrictions D and D' of

P|TVto Fand F1 respectively are disjoint (see [5, Lemma 1.1]). The equation

& T»T° = TAw^)T°-l>»   (meN)'

shows that Ta Y is (P|TV)-stable—indeed, that

(6) T | TV restricted to Ta Y is equivalent to a* ■ D

(o*D being defined as in (1), though here D need not be irreducible). Now the

projections px and p2 onto F and F1 respectively commute with all Tm (m e TV).

Since o2eN, Yn TaY is P-stable, and so must be {0}; also F+r„ F is T-stable,

and so is dense in X(T). Therefore p2 maps Ta Y biuniquely onto a dense subspace
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of Y1. It follows from Mackey's form of Schur's Lemma (see [7, Chapter I])

that F|TV restricted to TaY is equivalent to D'. But D and D' are disjoint. Hence,

applying Mackey's form of Schur's Lemma to px\(T„Y), we conclude that px=0

on T„Y, that is, T„Y^ Y1. Since Y+Ta Y is dense in X(T), we must have

(7) TaY= F\

Now suppose 7) were not irreducible. Choosing a nonzero proper closed TJ-stable

subspace Y' of Y, we would obtain by (7) a proper closed F-stable subspace

Y' + TaY' of X(T), contradicting the irreducibility of T. So D is irreducible. By

(6) and (7) 77' is irreducible and equivalent to o*D. So T\N^D ®o*-D, and

a*'■■ DjtD. One verifies that the linear isometry F of Y © y ~ onto A'(F) given by

F(£ ®,n) = e+Tar¡ sets up an equivalence of T with the representation T' of G

constructed from D by (4).

Case IL F|TVis a factor A-representation of TV, but is not irreducible. Then, since

TV is of Type I with respect to A, there is an irreducible sub-A-representation D

of F | TV, acting on a proper closed subspace Y. As in Case I, we argue that F|TV

£D © a* ■ D (whence o*D^D, since F|TV is a factor representation). Once more

let F: Y®Y~^y X(T) be given by F(i ®7¡) = Í+Tar¡; and define T in terms of

D as in (4). Then F is one-to-one onto a dense subspace of X(T), and intertwines

7" and T. It is easy to see that Mackey's form of Schur's Lemma holds for conju-

gating as well as for nonconjugating representations. Hence, applied to F, it shows

that T' and T are equivalent. (In particular, V is irreducible, and so by Lemma 1

D is not extendible.)

Case III. F|TV is irreducible. Then 77 = F | TV is extendible by definition; and F

is the unique conjugating A-representation which extends D.

Thus, in all three cases, T | TV is the direct sum of the elements of some orbit 6

in 0. This proves (A). Now let D be any given element of TVA, and F any element of

GA such that F|TV contains D. By the preceding discussion, T falls under Case I,

II, or III according as o*D%D, a*D%D but D is not extendible, or D is ex-

tendible, respectively. In each of these cases we have seen that F is determined to

within equivalence by T7. This proves (B).

Remark 1. It seems likely that the hypothesis that TV is of Type I with respect

to A cannot be omitted from Theorem 1, though we do not know of a counter-

example proving this.

Remark 2. Suppose that we had defined conjugating A-representations as being

finite-dimensional but not necessarily norm-preserving. Then Theorem 1 would

hold unaltered. Only the obvious modifications in the underlying definitions need

be made. The values of the multipliers A in Z2(G) and Z2(G) must now be taken to

lie in the multiplicative group C—{0}, instead of in E. The operators Tx are merely

linear (or conjugate-linear) rather than unitary (or conjugate-unitary). In the defini-

tion of equivalence no norm-condition is imposed on F: X(T) -> X(T'). The proof

of Theorem 1 then goes through as before (without any 'Type I' hypothesis).
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2. Representations in real and quaternionic Hubert space. Fix a separable

locally compact group TV (with unit e) which is of Type I (with respect to the unit

multiplier). We shall apply Theorem 1 to catalogue its irreducible representations

in real and quaternionic Hubert space in terms of those in complex Hubert space.

Let K be any one of R, C, or Q. A K-unitary operator on a 7v-Hilbert space X

is, of course, a 7v-linear bijection X -> X which preserves the Tí-inner product.

A K-unitary representation of TV is a strongly continuous homomorphism T of TV

into the group of 7v-unitary operators on some TC-Hilbert space X(T) (the space

of T). T is (K-)irreducible if there are no nontrivial closed T-stable Tv-linear sub-

spaces of X(T) (and X(T)^{0}). Two 7v-unitary representations S and T of TV

are (K-)equivalent if there is a Tv-linear isometry of X(S) onto X(T) which inter-

twines S and T. We denote by 7V(i° the collection of all 7v-equivalence classes of

7v-irreducible 7v-unitary representations of G.

We recall that a quaternionic Hubert space can be identified with a pair <Ar, J},

where A'is a complex Hubert space and J is a conjugate-unitary operator on X satisfy-

ing J2 = -1. (The g-inner product on {X, J} is given by (x, y)Q = (x, y)c + (x, Jy)cj,

where 1, i, j, and k are the usual quaternion units.) Under this identification, a

g-unitary operator on (X, J} is just a C-unitary operator which commutes with /.

If Te TV(C), we denote by Tithe conjugate of T) the element of TV(C) whose space

is (AXT)) - and for which (T)x = (Tx) ~ (x e TV). If Ts Twe say that Tis self-conjugate.

Suppose T is a self-conjugate element of TV(C). Then there exists a conjugate-

unitary operator U on X(T) commuting with all Tx (x e TV). Since U2 is unitary

and commutes with all the Tx, we have U2 = X ■ 1 for some A in E (1 being the identity

operator on X(T)). Now U is determined up to a multiplicative constant p in E,

and (pU)(pU)=ppU2 = U2; thus A is an invariant of the representation T. I claim

that A=±l. Indeed: Í7 has an inverse U'1 with i/o U-1 = U~1 o U=l. From

A-1Z72 = 1 it follows that U-1 = X~1U, whence 1 = i/o u~1 = £7° X~1U=XU2.

So A_1 = A, or A= ± 1. We shall say that T is of real type or of quaternionic type

according as A is 1 or — 1.

Now let G be the direct product of TV with the two-element group {e, a}. (We

consider TV and a as contained in G.) Let G stand for G6, where 8=1. In addition,

we shall need the conjugating multiplier A given by :

Kx, y) = 1 if either x e TV or y e TV;

A(x, y) = — 1      if jc and y are both in G - TV.

Lemma 2. TV(B)^G, anc/TV(Q)^GA.

Proof. Let Te TV(B). We denote by XC(T) the Hubert space complexification of

X(T), and by Tc the (ordinary) conjugating representation of G on A^T) such that

(i) T% coincides with Tx on ATT) whenever xeN, and (ii) T5(£+iT]) = £-ir}

(|, i) e X(T)). It is easily verified that Tc is irreducible, hence in G, and that the

map T-> Tc is a one-to-one correspondence between TV(B) and (j.
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Similarly, if Te Ñ<0>, with X(T) = (X, J} (see the remark earlier in this section),

let Tc be the conjugating A-representation of G on X such that (i) Tx coincides with

Tx for xeN, and (ii) TH—J. Then Tc is irreducible, hence in GA; and the map

F-> Tc is a one-to-one correspondence between TV<Q) and GA.

Theorem 1 combined with Lemma 2 gives almost immediately the following

classifications of Ñm and TV(Q) in terms of TV<C). We assume as before that TV is of

Type I.

Theorem 2. For each S in TV(C) we construct an element S<B) of Nm as follows:

(A) T/S is self-conjugate of real type, there is a real form Y of X(S) (i.e., Y+iY

= X(S), yniy={0}) which is stable under S; we put X(Sm)=Y, Sf^S^Y

(x e TV). (S(R) depends to within R-equivalence only on S).

(B) If S is not self-conjugate of real type, let Xr(S) coincide with X(S) except

that we restrict attention to real scalars, and, for x e TV, let S™ be the endomorphism

ofXT(S) coinciding with Sx. Then S(B) e Ñm.

Every T in TV(B) is of the form Sm for some S in TV(C). If S and S' are in TV<C),

we have Sm^S'm if and only if either S^S' or S^S'.

Theorem 3. For each S in TV(C> we construct an element S<0> of TV<0) as follows:

(A) If S is self-conjugate of quaternionic type, there is a conjugate-unitary operator

J on X(S) commuting with all Sx (x e TV) and satisfying J2 = — l. Let X(S'-Q)) be the

quaternionic Hubert space (,X(S), J}, and for xeN let S^ be Sx considered as

acting on X(S{Q)); then Sm belongs to TV(Q), and depends (to within Q-equivalence)

only on S.

(B) If S is not self-conjugate of quaternionic type, let Xq(S) be the "'quaternifica-

tion" ofX(S); that is, Xq(S) = (X(S) © (X(S))~, J), where J(£ © v) = i~v) ® &
For xeN, let S^ be the Q-unitary operator on the Q-Hilbert space Xq(S) which

coincides with Sx on X(S). Then S<0> e 7V(0>.

Every T in TV<0) is of the form SiQyfor some S in 7V(C). If S and S' are in TV(C),

we have S<«»~,S'<0) if and only if either S^S' or S^S'.

Remark. As in Remark 2 of §1, suppose that we consider representations which

are finite-dimensional rather than unitary. If F is a finite-dimensional (ordinary

nonconjugating) complex representation of TV, we define F as before. Suppose now

that T is irreducible and that F^ F under a conjugate-linear operator U. Then as

before t/2 = A-1; but now we can assert only that A is real and nonzero and is

determined up to a positive factor. We define F to be of real or quaternionic type

according as A is positive or negative. With this modification only, Theorems 2

and 3 remain valid (without any ' Type I ' hypothesis).

3. Self-conjugate representations of semisimple groups. For the material pre-

supposed in the next two sections we refer the reader to [4] and [9].

Let G be a connected simply connected semisimple Lie group, g0 its (real)

Lie algebra, g the complexification of g0, and a the conjugation of g corresponding
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to its real form g0 (o(X+ i Y) = X- i Y for X, F e g0). Let G (or g0 or g) be the family

of all equivalence classes of irreducible finite-dimensional (not necessarily unitary)

continuous complex representations of G ; we identify each element of G with the

corresponding irreducible representation of g0, and with its extension to a complex-

linear irreducible representation of g. It is easy to see that, if Te G,

(8) (T)x = (TaXy for A"eg.

We denote by B the Killing form on g. Let h be a Cartan subalgebra of g which

is stable under a (that is, i) = fi0 + i'h0, where h0 is a Cartan subalgebra of g0).

If </> e h* (the adjoint space of I)), let 77¿ be the unique element of f) such that

faH) = B(H',¡„ 77) for all 77 in 6. Let A be the set of all roots of l). We write fjr and

h? for the real subspaces of h and h* spanned by the 77a and the a respectively

(where a runs over A), h* is called the real root space. One verifies easily that

a(a) : H -> [a(oH)] ~ is a root whenever <x is a root. So o induces real-linear auto-

morphisms of fir and fi? and permutes A. Since a preserves the Killing form on l)r,

we have o(Ha) = Haia) for all roots a; here we have put Ha = (B(H'a, 77¿))-:l2Z7¿.

Introduce a lexicographic ordering into \)f. Let A+ be the set of all positive

roots (under this ordering), and FI the set of simple roots (positive roots which

cannot be expressed as a sum of two positive roots). Let C0={77e hr | a(77)>0

for all ceeA+} be the canonical Weyl chamber defined by this ordering. Since a

permutes the roots, aC0 is another Weyl chamber, and there is a unique element

w of the Weyl group IF of h satisfying w(oC0) - C0. Then w ° o preserves the Killing

form and permutes FI ; that is, w o a is an automorphism of the system of simple

roots. We shah call w ° a the characteristic automorphism for g0, and denote it by s.

We recall the Cartan-Weyl parametrization of the elements of G by dominant

weights. A linear functional <f> on fj is said to be integral if faHa) is an integer for

all a in n (or equivalently, for all a in A), and to be dominant if faHa) is a non-

negative integer for all a in IF Let Tbe in G. A linear functional $ on f) is a weight

of T if there is a nonzero vector | (called a weight vector for fa) in the space X(T)

of T such that TH£ = faH){ for all 77 in h. In that case <f> is integral; in particular

<f> e h*. The space of all weight vectors for <j> (including 0) is the weight space X0

of fa We shall say that <f> is an extreme weight of T if </> is an extreme point of the

convex hull of the set of all weights of T. (See [2, p. 41].) Among all the extreme

weights of T there is exactly one which is dominant. This is called the dominant

weight <f>o of T, and is the largest weight of T with respect to the given lexicographic

ordering of ft?. The set of all extreme weights of T is exactly the orbit of fax under

the Weyl group. The weight space of each extreme weight is one-dimensional.

Further, Fis determined to within equivalence by its dominant weight; and every

dominant functional on h is the dominant weight of some T in G. Thus G is para-

metrized by the set of all dominant functionals on h.

We shall always denote by T'*' the element of G having dominant weight fa

Theorem 4. For each dominant functional </> on h, (Tw) " = r<s*'.
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Proof. Write F for Tm. By (8), ß is a weight of F if and only if o(ß) is a weight

of F. So o(4>) is an extreme weight of T; hence so is s<j> = w(o<f>) (w being the element

of W defined earlier). But s<j> is dominant since <f> is. Therefore s<j> is the dominant

weight of F.

Corollary 1. Tm is self-conjugate if and only if<t>=s</>.

Corollary 2. A necessary and sufficient condition for all elements T of G to be

self-conjugate is that the characteristic automorphism for g0 be trivial. If G is compact,

this will happen if and only if the Weyl group contains multiplication by —I. It will

always be the case if the system of simple roots has no nontrivial automorphisms.

Proof. The first statement follows from Corollary 1. If G is compact, then

hrcig0, and so as —I on l)f. This gives the second statement. The third follows

obviously from the first.

Corollary 3. The characteristic automorphism s is of order 1 or 2.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 4, since (F) ~ = F.

Corollary 4.1f<j> is any dominant functional, T*-^ is self-conjugate if and only

ifo(<f>) is a weight of Tw.

Proof. The only '/part follows from the first sentence of the proof of Theorem 4.

Conversely, suppose o(<j>) is a weight of T{i,). Then so is s<p; and therefore s<f>=^>

— yx— ■ ■ ■ —yp, where the y¡ are positive roots. By Corollary 3, <f> = s2<j> = s<f> — syx

— ■ ■ ■ —syp = (f> — ̂=x (yj + syj). Since the y} and sy¡ are all positive, this implies

/»=0, or s<f> = </>. Now apply Corollary 1.

Corollary 1 of Theorem 4 tells us which elements of G are self-conjugate. Among

the self-conjugate ones, how do we discriminate real and quaternionic type?

Let F be a self-conjugate element of G; and let U be the nonsingular conjugate-

linear operator on X(T) commuting with all Tx (xeG), and hence satisfying

(9) UTx = TaiX}U       (XeQ).

One verifies immediately that, if f is a weight vector for the weight <f>, then UÇ

is a weight vector for the weight o(<j>). Thus

(10) U(XJ = X,w.

We know that U2 = k-l, where either k>0 (in which case F is of real type) or

k<0 (in which case F is of quaternionic type). Our goal is to find conditions

determining which alternative holds.

For this we make the following more special choice of h (familiar from the proof

of the Iwasawa decomposition theorem). Fix once and for all a Cartan decomposition

8o = fo ® Po of g0. (This means that tQ + ip0 is a compact real form of g.) Let

fiPo be a maximal Abelian subalgebra of p0, and let m0 be the centralizer

{X e f0 | [X, hp0]={0}} of lfyo in I0. Let t)to be a maximal Abelian subalgebra of nt0.
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Then rj0 = r)Io + ftPo is a Cartan subalgebra of g0, and h = í)0 + ií>o is a Cartan sub-

algebra of g. Now it is well known (see [3, Lemma 5]) that m0 is the Lie algebra

direct sum of its center mg and its commutator ms0, and that ms0 is a compact

semisimple Lie algebra. Further, ftIo=mo + ftf0, where hf0 is a Cartan subalgebra

of mS. Thus ftf is a Cartan subalgebra of ms (removal of subscript 0 meaning

complexification).

The ftr defined earlier in this section coincides in the present context with

föfo + hjv Let us introduce into hr the lexicographic ordering relative to a basis

Hx,..., Hn of fir, where Hlt..., Hm (m ̂  «), is a basis of ftt,0 ; and transfer this

ordering to the real root space ft? via the Killing form, which is strictly positive

definite on ftr. This ordering of ftr defines by restriction a lexicographic ordering

of i'ftf0, and hence (via the Killing form of ms) a lexicographic ordering of the real

root space of ftf (considered as a Cartan subalgebra of tos).

We now subdivide the roots of ft into two disjoint classes A' and A":

A' = {« e A | H'a e ift,0} = {a e A | a(ft„o) = {0}},

A" = A-A'.

It is known (see [9, Expose 11]) that the root space ga of any root a in A' is contained

in ms; in fact, ms is spanned by ftf and the ga (a e A'). Thus:

(11) Every root of ftf is the restriction to ftf of some a in A'.

Let A'+ and A"+ be the sets of positive roots in A' and A" respectively. We note

that

(12) a(A"+) c A; ;

(13) if ceeA',   then era = -a.

Lemma 3.1f<f> is a dominant functional on ft, then <£|ftf is a dominant functional

on hf (the latter being considered as a Cartan subalgebra of ms).

Proof. We know that <f> is a weight of some T in G. Thus fatjl is a weight of

T\ms. In particular fa\)% is an integral functional on ft£. It is easy to see from (11)

that it must in fact be dominant.

Let M denote the compact connected simply connected Lie group whose Lie

algebra is mj.

Theorem 5. Let <f> be the dominant weight of a self-conjugate element T of G.

Let S be the element of M whose dominant weight is </»=<£|ftf (see Lemma 3). Then

S is self-conjugate; and T is of real or quaternionic type according as S is of real or

quaternionic type.

In particular, ifm0 is Abelian (i.e., ms0={0}), then every self-conjugate element of

G is of real type.
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Proof. We begin with a general observation (which is slightly stronger than a

remark on p. 17-03 of [9]). Let r¡ be a weight vector for some weight ß of an element

V of G. Then the space X(V) of V is the linear span of vectors of the form

(14) VZl ■ ■ ■ VZrV,

where Z¡ is a root vector for a¡, the ax,.. .,ar being roots of h which are either all

positive or all negative. Indeed: Let L be the linear span of all the vectors (14).

It suffices to show that L is F-stable. Obviously L is stable under F(í>). Its stability

under Vz where Z is an arbitrary root vector follows by induction in r from the

Lie product relations for root vectors.

Recall that a is the conjugation of g with respect to the real form g0. Let £ be a

weight vector in X(T) for the dominant weight <f>- Since F is self-conjugate,

Corollary 1 of Theorem 4 shows that o(<f>) is a weight of F. Since £ is unique to

within a multiplicative constant, it follows from the preceding paragraph that there

are positive roots y1(..., yp, 8X,..., 8, of h, and root vectors Xx,..., Xp,

Yx,..., Yq for Yx,---, yv, —°i, — 82, • • ■, -8q respectively, such that

(15) o(4>) = 4-yx-yp = <f>-8x-Sq,

(16) V = TSl---TrJ *0,

(17) TXl- TXtr, = ht       (OïkeC).

Now, among the 8,, suppose that 8X,..., 8S e A'+ and 8S+1;..., 8„ e A'+. Then we

have by (13) and (15)

81+ • •. +8S+SS+1+ • • ■ + 8q = 4,-0(4,)

= —o(4> — o4>) = 8X+ ■ ■ ■ +8s — o8s + x— ■ ■ ■ —o8q.

Therefore

8s + i+ ■ ■ ■ +8q + a(8s + x)+ ■ ■ • +o(8q) = 0.

But the left side of the last equation is a sum of positive roots. This is impossible

unless s=q. Arguing similarly for the yh we conclude that the y¡ and 8y are all in

A'+, and hence that

(18) the X, and the Y¡ are all in rrts.

Suppose now that ms={0}. Then (18) shows that p=q = 0, that is, 4> = a(4>)-

So, if U is the nonsingular conjugate-linear operator on X(T) commuting with all

Tx (x e G), (10) and the one-dimensionality of X,¡, show that UÇ = rÇ (r^O),

whence U2£ = \r\2£. It follows that F is of real type.

Assume then that m5/{0}. Let F be the (F|m5)-stable subspace of X(T) generated

by £. Possibly V is not irreducible under F|ms. Recalling that M is compact, split

V into a direct sum of (F|ms)-stable irreducible subspaces: V= Vx © • • ■ © Vt.

Let the restriction of F|m5 to Vx be called R, and let n: V ̂ - Vx be the idempotent

operator with range Vx which annihilates V¡ for7>L Put £'=ir£; then £'#0.
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Since by (18) all the F; are in ms, (16) shows that -q e V. Put if=777?. By (17) and

(18) TXl ■ ■ ■TXv7]' = k^'^0; so 17V0. Now (' is a weight vector of R for the weight

fai)\ = >fi; and 7/ is a weight vector for (<f>-8x-■ — S3) | fif = cr<£ | hf=-</<. So

both ifj and —</< are weights of R. Since £' is annihilated by root vectors of positive

roots, ^ is the highest weight of 7?. Thus R^S. So, along with its dominant weight

fa S also has — i/i as a weight. Hence, by Corollary 4 of Theorem 4, 5 is self-conjugate.

Since Vx was a typical irreducible subspace of V (under Tim8), we have shown

that, for each j, T\ms is equivalent on V, to S, and the component of f in V¡ is

the weight vector for the dominant weight fa Since V is generated by £, it follows

that r=l, that is, F was already irreducible under T|m5. So we can identify S

with the restriction of T|ms to V.

Now let Í7 be the nonsingular conjugate-linear operator on A"(T) satisfying (9).

I claim that Í7 leaves F stable. This will show that the restriction of U to F satisfies

(9) with T replaced by S, and hence that T and S are both of real or both of quater-

nionic type. The proof of the theorem will then be complete.

To prove the claim, we first note that £/£ e Xam (see (10)). By (16), together

with the fact that Y¡ems (see (18)), we conclude that 0^-q e Xamn V. Since

Xam is one-dimensional, this implies X„m <= V. So U£ e V. Now F is spanned by

the £ = TZl • • -TZJ, where the Z, are root vectors for negative roots in A'. By (9),

Ul = Ta{Zly-TaiZr,Ul

Since UÇ e V, Z¡ e rrts, and ms is stable under a, it follows that t/£ e V. So U(V) c V.

This proves the claim, and hence the theorem.

Remark. Theorem 5 reduces the question of the type of a self-conjugate element

of G to the same question for the compact group M. The answer to this question in

the compact case will be given in the next section.

Corollary 1. 7/g0 is a normal real form of g (i.e., m0={0}; see [4, p. 336]),

then all the elements of G are self-conjugate of real type.

Proof. Since g0 is a normal real form, ftr = h„o, and hence 0= 1 on ftr. It follows

that the characteristic automorphism for g0 is trivial. Now apply Theorems 4

and 5.

Corollary 2. If g0 is the underlying real Lie algebra of a complex semisimple

Lie algebra gc, then every self-conjugate element of G is of real type.

Proof. Let scalar multiplication in gc (as opposed to that in g) be denoted by *.

If gu is a compact real form of gc, then g0 = glt + i * Qu, and the latter is a Cartan

decomposition of g0. If f)Po is maximal Abelian in i * g„, its centralizer in gu is

i * hj)0, which is Abelian. We now apply the last statement of Theorem 5.

4. Self-conjugate representations of compact semisimple groups. Assume now

that G is a compact connected simply connected semisimple Lie group. We shall
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keep to the notation of the beginning of §3. Notice that in this case am — 1 on hr

and h?. Two roots ce, ß of h will be called strongly orthogonal if a^ ±ß and neither

a+ß nor a—ß are roots; this implies that H'a and H'e are orthogonal under the

Killing form (see [4, Theorem 4.3(i), p. 143]).

The fundamental lemma of this section is the following :

Lemma 4. Let T be an element of G with dominant weight 4>- Suppose further that

24> can be written in the form

(19) 24> = mxyx---mpyp,

where yx,..., yp are pairwise strongly orthogonal positive roots of h and mx,..., mp

are positive integers. Then T is self-conjugate, and is of real or quaternionic type

according as 2?= 1 rn¡ is even or odd.

Proof. Let Xx,..., Xp, Yx,..., Yp be root vectors for yx,... ,yp, -yx,..., -yp

respectively. Since G is compact, it is well known that we can choose the X¡ and

Yj to satisfy :

(20) Y} = o(Xj),       B(X„ Y,) < 0.

Let £ be a weight vector in X(T) for the dominant weight 4>', and put

(21) V = iTYp)m>--^re-

writing (19) in the form 4> — 2í m¡Yi■= _41, we see that r¡e X^0. Likewise, since

X0 is one-dimensional,

(22) (Tx,y**-(TXlTiy,=kt       (keC).

I claim that k is real and nonzero, and that

(23) k > 0 or k < 0 according as ^ mj is even or odd.
3

In proving this claim, it will be convenient to use the following notation: If

•nx, r¡2 £ X(T), we write r¡x~ri2 to mean that i]2 = ry]x for some positive real number r.

If iVy, y¡ and y¡ are strictly orthogonal, so yi—y, is not a root; thus [Xu Yj] = 0.

It follows that TXt and TYj commute for ij=j. So, combining (21) and (22) and

rearranging, we have

(24) kf = (7?; Fym;) • • • (m T%)i

Let us evaluate TXxTP^. To shorten notation we write Xi instead of Tx£ (Xeg).

Put [Xx, Yx] = -Hx. By (20) Hx~Hn (see also (3), p. 142 of [4]). We shall prove

(by induction in q) that, for all integers q satisfying 0^q^mx we have

(25) XlYU~(-m.
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This is obvious for q=0. Assume (25) for q-l (l¿q¿mx). Putting b=faHx),

a=yx(Hx), we have

XlYlt = Xl~'[Xx, YxWx-H+Xl-'YxXxYVH

= -Xr1HxYr1è + Xl-1YxX1Yl-1Ç.

Since  Fr^e^-tt-Dn. we have H1Yr1i=[b-(q-l)a]Yr1^ So, iterating

the calculation q times, we get

xim = -[b-(q- mxi^Yr^+xi^xdXu YxW-h

+ Xr1Y!XxYf-2i

= ~[b-(q-l)a + b-(q-2)a]Xr1Yr1Í

+ Xrx Yf[Xx, Yx] YÎ - 3t + AT » YlXx Yl " 3£

= -[b-(q- l)a + b-(q-2)a+ ■ ■ ■ +b]Xr1Yr1t

-rXV'YlXxl

But Xx$=0, since f is a weight vector for the highest weight of T. So

(26) XIYU= -2-19[2è-(9-l)a]AT1Fr1|.

Now (19) gives 2b = mxa+m2y2(Hx)+ ■ • ■ +mpyp(Hx). But we recall that H'y)

and 77^ are orthogonal under the Killing form fory'M. So yj(H1)=0 for./>l,

and we get 2ft=«i1a. Hence, since a=y1(H1)>0, we have

2b-(q-l)a = (mx~q+l)a > 0.

Thus (26) implies that X^YU~ -Xi~1Yf-1i. This, together with the inductive

hypothesis for q— 1, gives (25).

In particular ATfiYfi(~(-l)*if; and the same holds for each XfiYf't

Hence, by (24),
k£~(-iy$,

where p = 2?=i mt. It follows that k is real and nonzero, and that (23) holds.

This and (22) show that r¡^0. On the other hand, we recall from (21) that

■q e X-0. So — </> is a weight of T whence, by Corollary 4 of Theorem 4, T is self-

conjugate.

Thus there is a nonsingular conjugate-linear operator U on X(T) satisfying (9).

By (10) UÇ e X_é. Since T is self-conjugate, — <j> is an extreme weight of T and so

A'-tf is one-dimensional. So U¿¡=rr¡ for some nonzero complex number r. Conse-

quently, by (9), (20), (21), and (22) we get

U2£ = fU-q = FUY^p ■ ■ ■ F? if = rXfp ■ ■ ■ X?iUë

= \r\*X?'---X?m = \r\2kl

But U2 is a scalar operator. So the preceding equation shows that U2 = \r\2k-l.

Thus, by definition, Fis of real or quaternionic type according as \r\2k is positive
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or negative. By (23) this happens according as 2y rn¡ is even or odd. This completes

the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 4 leaves one question unanswered : Can the dominant weight 4> of every

self-conjugate element of G be written in the form (19)? We know of no way to

settle this except by examination of each simple case. We shall adopt the usual

terminology for the complex simple Lie algebras An, Bn, Cn, Dn, G2, F4, E6, E7, E8,

and for their Dynkin diagrams (which are shown in each case). For each of these

algebras, if the simple roots are numbered ax,..., an, we shall denote by [rx,..., rn]

the linear functional 4> on the Cartan subalgebra ft given by 4>{Ha¡) = f¡ (J= 1,..., »).

As always, F(W is the element of G with dominant weight 4>-

Case I: An (n^ 1), the unimodular algebra inn+l dimensions.

•-•-    ....    -«
«i a2 a„

Let m=n+1. The characteristic automorphism (for the unitary subalgebra of An)

carries a¡ into am_¡ (j— 1,..., n). So by Theorem 4

(27) (Ftrl.r"])~   =  Tlrn'rn-1.rl\

So F[ri.r»] is self-conjugate if and only if rj = rm_j for ally= 1,..., n.

Putting ßij = ai + ai + x+■ ■ ■+aj_x for lei<jHm, we see that the roots

ßi.m + i-i (l^i<m — i) are pairwise strongly orthogonal. If

4>p = [0,..., 0, 1, 0,..., 0, 1, 0,..., 0]   (' 1' in the/»th and (m-p)th places),

we verify that

(28) 4>p = ßx,m+ß2,m-x+- ■ ■ +ßP.m + i-v       0 á P < m-p).

Also, if m is even and 0 = [O,..., 0, 2, 0,..., 0] ('2' in the (wj/2)th place), then

(29) 4> = ßl.m+ß2.m-l+ßml2Ami2)+l-

Now by (27) every dominant weight of a self-conjugate element of Ân is a non-

negative integral combination of the 4>P and 41', and so by (28) and (29) is of the form

(19). Lemma 4 now gives:

Proposition 1. If n £ 1 (mod 4), all the self-conjugate elements of Ân are of

real type. If n=l (mod 4), 4> = [ri, • • •> rn], arid Tm is self-conjugate, then Tw is

of real or quaternionic type according as r(n + 1)/2 is even or odd.

Remark. Consider the case n = 1. A compact real form of A x is the Lie algebra

of 5(7(2). Thus it follows from Proposition 1 that the unique /»-dimensional

irreducible representation of SU(2) is of real or quaternionic type according as p

is odd or even.
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Case II : Dn (n ̂  3), the orthogonal algebra in 2n dimensions.

<Xn-l

If n is even, the Weyl group contains multiplication by - 1, and so all F in Dn

are self-conjugate. If n is odd, the characteristic automorphism (for the compact

orthogonal subalgebra) interchanges a„_x and <x„, leaving the other a¡ fixed;

so for odd n
(F[ri.rn])" = F[ri.r"- 2-Vn- l\

and T1*!.r»] is self-conjugate if and only if rn_x = rn.

For lg/gn-2, let

ß, = aj + 2aj + x-\-\-2an_2 + an_x + an.

Then ax, ßx, a3, ß3,..., a„_2, /L._2 (if« is odd) and ax, ßx, a3, ß3,..., a„_3, ßn-3,

«n-i» «n (if« is even) are pairwise strongly orthogonal roots, and we verify that

[0,...,0, l,0,...,0] = ßx+ß3+---+ß„.x

(' 1 ' in pth place, /» even, /» ¿ n — 2),

[0,..., 0, 2, 0,..., 0] = 2ft+ 2/3a+ • • • +2ßp_2 + ßp + ap

('2' in/»th place, /» odd, p ^ n—2),

[0,...,0, 1, 1] =i81+i83+.-.+J8n_2       (nodd),

[0, ...,0,2,0] = ßx+ß3+---+ßn-3 + «n-i       (neven),

[0,..., 0, 0, 2] = ßx+ß3+ ■ ■ ■ +i8n_3 + «„       (n even).

Applying Lemma 4 we obtain :

Proposition 2. Let n^3. If n^2 (mod 4), all the self-conjugate elements of Dn

are of real type. If n = 2 (mod 4), then Ftri.r"] is of real or quaternionic type

according asrn-x + rn is even or odd.

Case III : T7n (n 2:2), the orthogonal algebra in 2n + 1 dimensions.

^

The Weyl group contains multiplication by -1 ; so all the elements of Ên are self-

conjugate.

Fory=l,..., n—1, let

ßl = aj + 2aj + x-\-+2an_x + 2an.
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Then alt ßx, a3, ß3,...,an_3, ßn_3, «„-i, ^„-i (if« is even) and au ßu a3, ß3,...,

«n-2> ßn-2, «n (if « is odd) are pairwise strongly orthogonal roots, and we verify

that

[0,...,0,1,0,...,0] = ßx+ß3+---+ßp-i      (' 1' in TJth place,/» even, p < «),

[0,..., 0, 2, 0,..., 0] = 2ft+% + • • • +2ßp.2 + cc„+ßp

('2' in/ith place, p odd, p < n),

[0,...,0,2] = ßx+ß3+--- +ßn-x       (n even),

[0,..., 0, 2] = ßx+ß3+ ■ ■ ■ +i3„_2 + «n       (n odd).

Applying Lemma 4, we obtain :

Proposition 3. Let «^2. Z/« = 0 or 3 (mod 4), then all the elements of Én are of

real type. Ifn= I or 2 (mod 4), then Tlri.r«1 is of real or quaternionic type accord-

ing as rn is even or odd.

Case IV: Cn (n^2), the symplectic algebra in 2« dimensions.

^n— 1

The Weyl group contains multiplication by — 1 ; so the elements of Cn are all

self-conjugate. Forj= 1,..., « let

ßj = 2aj+ ■ ■ ■ +2an_1 + an.

Then ßx, ß2,..., ß,n are pairwise strongly orthogonal roots, and we verify that

[0,..., 0, 2, 0,..., 0] = ßx+ ■ ■ ■ +ßP      ('2' in/rth place, p= 1,...,«).

Therefore Lemma 4 gives :

Proposition 4. The element 7,[ri" •r"] of Cn is of real or quaternionic type

according as rx + r3+ • ■ ■ +rm is even or odd (where m = n if n is odd and m = n—\

ifn is even).

Now come the exceptional algebras. We are indebted to Calvin Moore for a

table of the roots of these algebras, on which the following calculations are based.

Case y :

G2.   < »

2

There are no nontrivial automorphisms of the simple root system, so by Corollary 2

of Theorem 4 all the elements of G2 are self-conjugate. The roots o^ and 13=30!

-r-2oc2 are strongly orthogonal, and we verify that [2, 0]=a1-t-j8, [0, l]=ß. So

Lemma 4 gives :
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Proposition 5. All the elements ofú2 are self-conjugate of real type.

Case VI:

F4.   •-*( »-•
Oil *2^ K3 «4

There being no nontrivial automorphisms of the simple root system, all the elements

of F4 are self-conjugate. The four roots <x3, ß=2a2 + a3, y=2ax+2a2 + a3, and

8 = 2a1-f4oi2-t-3a3-|-2a4 are pairwise strongly orthogonal, and we verify that

[2,0,0,0] = y+ 8,

[0,2,0,0] =ß + y + 28,

[0,0,2,0] = a3 + |8-|-r+38,

[0,0, 0,1] = 8.

So by Lemma 4 we obtain :

Proposition 6. All the elements of F4 are self-conjugate of real type.

Case VII:

t«8

Ee.

The Weyl group of F6 does not contain multiplication by —1. The four roots

0£3, ß = a2 + a3 + ai, y = ax + a2 + a3 + ai + a5, and S = ax + 2oe2 + 3a3 + 2ot4 + a5 + 2c¡6

are pairwise strongly orthogonal. If Sa denotes reflection in the null-hyperplane

of a, one verifies that the Weyl group element

w = Sa3SßSrS6

carries a, into -a6_,- for j= I, 2, 3, 4, 5, and a6 into -a6. It follows that the

characteristic automorphism of the simple root system (corresponding to a com-

pact real form of F6) is that which sends aj into a6_j for/= 1,..., 5, and a6 into ae.

Thus:
(J*W,a'V8*r«J)-    =   7,fr5'r4-r3'r2''Vr6>.

In particular, the element F[ri.r«] of Ê6 is self-conjugate if and only if rx=r5

and r2 = ré.

We verify that

[0,0,0,0,0, 1] = S,

[1,0,0,0, 1,0]= y+ 8,

[0,1,0,1,0,0] =ß + y+28,

[0,0,2,0,0,0] = a3+|S+y+38.

Thus, by Lemma 4, we have :
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Proposition 7. All the self-conjugate elements of Ê6 are of real type.

Case VIII:

E7.

• a,

The simple root systems have no nontrivial automorphisms, all the elements of

Zs7 are self-conjugate. The following seven positive roots are pairwise strongly

orthogonal:  a1;  a3,  a5,   a7,  ß = a3 + 2a4 + a5 + a7,  y = a± + 2a2 + 2a3 + 2a4 + a5 + a7,

and S = a1+2a2 + 3a3 + 4a4 + 3a5 + 2a6 + 2a7. We verify that

[2,0,0,0,0,0,0] = «i-r-y + 8,

[0,1, 0,0, 0,0,0] = y+ 8,
[0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0] = a3+ß + 2y+38,

[0,0,0,1,0,0,0] = ß+y + 28,
[0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0] = a5+ß + y + 38,

[0,0,0,0,0, 1,0] = 8,
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2] = a7+ß+y+28.

Thus we have :

Proposition 8. The element r[ri,r2.r'] of Ê7 is of real or quaternionic type

according as rx + r3 + r7 is even or odd.

Case IX:

EB.

«i <x2 a3 «4 «5 a6 a7

The simple root system having no nontrivial automorphisms, all elements of ÊB

are self-conjugate. The following eight positive roots are pairwise strongly orthog-

onal: a2, cí4, ctg, oc8, j8 = a4-r-2a5 + 0£6-|-a8, y = a2 + 2a3 + 2a4 + 2a5 + a6 + a8, 8 = a2

+ 2a3 + 3a4 + 4o:5-r-3a6-r-2a7-r-2a8,   and   e = 2a! + 3a2 + 4a3 + 5a4 + 6a5 + 4a6 + 2ot7 +

3a8. We verify that

[1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] = *,

[0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] = «2+y+S + 3£,

[0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0] = y-r-S + 2*,

[0,0,0,2,0,0,0,0] = a4+/3 + 2y + 38 + 5e,

[0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0] = ,8 + 7 + 28 + 36,
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0] = a6+ß+y + 3S+4e,

[0,0,0,0,0,0, 1,0] = S + £,
[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,2] = a6+ß+y+28 + 3e.

Thus we have :
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Proposition 9. All the elements of ÊB are self-conjugate of real type.

Combining Lemma 4 with the preceding special calculations, we obtain finally :

Theorem 6. Let g0 be a compact semisimple real Lie algebra, t)0 a Cartan sub-

algebra of g0, and T an irreducible finite-dimensional complex representation of g0

whose dominant weight on t) = t)Q + if)0 (with respect to some lexicographic ordering)

is 4>- Then the following two conditions are equivalent:

(i) F is self-conjugate;

(ii) we can write 24> = mxyx+ ■ ■ ■ +mpyp, where yx,..., yp are pairwise strongly

orthogonal positive roots oft), and mx,..., mp are positive integers.

If (i) and (ii) hold, then T is of real or quaternionic type according as 2?» i m¡ is

even or odd.

Proof, (ii) => (i) by Lemma 4.

To prove the converse, suppose that Fis self-conjugate. Let g0 = gi © • • • © gt,

where each g; is a compact simple Lie algebra. Then Fis of the form Tx <g) • • • ® Tt,

where T¡ is a self-conjugate irreducible representation of g;. Now in the preceding

Cases I-IX we have verified the implication (i) => (ii) for all the simple algebras,

in particular for the q¡. So, if 4>¡ is the dominant weight of T¡ (on a Cartan sub-

algebra t)j of Qj), we have

24>j = 2 mM>

where the m) are positive integers and, for each j, the y) (i varying) are pairwise

strongly orthogonal roots of t)¡. Extending 4>¡ and y\ trivially to all of f) = 2> h;,

and noting that 4> — 2y $•! is tne dominant weight of F, we obtain

24> = 2 mW'i,
i.i

where the y) are pairwise strongly orthogonal roots for all i and / This proves

that (i) => (ii).

The final statement of the theorem was part of Lemma 4.

Remark. The sets of strongly orthogonal roots which appeared "from nowhere"

in Cases I-IX were actually constructed by the following uniform procedure due

to B. Kostant and C. Moore (unpublished): Let D be the Dynkin diagram of the

simple algebra g. Take the largest root a of the given algebra, and let D' be the

diagram consisting of those simple roots in D which are orthogonal to a. Take

the connected components D'x,...,D'r of D', and let a'x,..., a'r be the largest

roots of the algebras with diagrams D'x,..., D'r respectively. Repeating this

procedure with each of the a), we finally obtain a maximal collection of

strongly orthogonal roots, in terms of which the 24> of Theorem 6 can always be

expressed.
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